High flowrate through gated tunnels may cause critical flow conditions, especially downstream of the regulating gates. Aeration is found to be the most effective and efficient way to prevent cavitation attack.
ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATION
In another study, Campbell & Guyton () showed: Although several experimental equations are presented, they are restricted to measurements in models with particular geometries and flow boundary conditions. Using data from eight physical models, the wide range of air discharge estimations is shown in Figure 1 . Since the measurements were taken from different models with diverse geometries and flow conditions, discrepancies exist in the estimations of the equations. Therefore one cannot solely rely on them in designing high head gated tunnels. As a result of the limitations in the performances of the available air demand expressions -physical scaled models, which are costly and time consuming, are still used to measure the air discharge.
Najafi & Zarrati () also showed the application of numerical modelling as an effective tool to estimate airwater flow parameters in gated tunnels.
In the following sections after illustrating the data and predictor variables, three machine learning (ML) techniques are compared: the fuzzy inference system (FIS), which was generated based on the Wang-Mendel technique; the genetic fuzzy system (GFS), based on the Pittsburg algorithm; the adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), which was 
THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES
Three different ML techniques were applied to predict air discharge in gated tunnels. A FIS was first established based on the method proposed by Wang & Mendel () .
A modified genetic algorithm (GA) was then developed to train the FIS. The combined system was called the genetic fuzzy system (GFS). FIS rules and membership function parameters were optimized by GAs. These two FISs were Mamdani-type fuzzy models. The third method utilized, was the neuro-fuzzy system, also known as the ANFIS, which is a Sugeno-type fuzzy model.
Fuzzy inference system
The introduction of fuzzy sets (Zadeh ) brought a powerful tool to deal with variables of an approximate nature. In a classical or crisp set, the transition for an element between membership and non-membership is abrupt and well-defined. In contrast, a fuzzy set contains elements that have varying degrees of membership (Ross ) .
Considering X as a collection of objects denoted by x, the fuzzy set 'A' in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs: is, the higher frequency of the dataset in a bin, the higher the number of MFs in that bin would be. Gaussian MFs were considered for this FIS.
Regarding the fuzzy operators, 'Product' was chosen for the AND and implication operators, and 'mean average defuzzifier' was selected to defuzzify the output. 
Genetic fuzzy system (GFS)
The Wang Although the algorithm explores the search space from different initial points to find the global optimum, there may be the chance of being trapped in a local optimum.
Mutation lets the algorithm explore regions of the search space that were not previously covered, by randomly altering one or more constituents of the chromosomes (also called genes). Crossover and mutation rates determine the number of chromosomes to merge, and the number of genes to alter, respectively.
In order to tune the fuzzy MF parameters, and generate the fuzzy rule base, the Pittsburgh approach (Smith ;
Cordon et al. ) was utilized. In this approach the fuzzy rule set is parameterized in one chromosome.
Additionally the MF parameters were considered as genes in the chromosomes.
The fuzzy model was initialized by uniformly partitioning the input variables into four fuzzy sets, including the Z shape, S shape and Gaussian MFs. The output variable (air discharge) was uniformly partitioned into nine Gaussian
MFs. Considering the number of unknown MF parameters (e.g. two unknown parameters for each Gaussian MF), the number of rules and the degree of trust of each rule, each chromosome contained 170 genes (parameters to optimize).
Since the number of unknown parameters was large, the real GA was utilized. The number of fuzzy rules was set to 20.
In order to keep the MFs of each variable in sequence, we substituted the MF mean parameter (c), with a parameter representing the 'distance' between MF means. The range of the parameters representing the MF width was specified so that, in any case, the degree of membership of all the values of the variables in the fuzzy space was more than zero (i.e. each value belongs at least to one MF). Three methods were used to perform the crossover. 
0 < r < 1 is a random number. The parent genes on the right of the selected bit were switched afterwards.
2. All of the genes in the 'right' side of the selected bit were merged according to Equation (8).
3. All of the genes in the 'left' side were merged according to Equation (8).
The generated chromosomes were added to the population and the selection was performed from the extended population. The roulette wheel and tournament methods were compared in the selection process. The tournament method was chosen due to its better performance and its flexibility to adjust the selection pressure. The final tournament size was three.
The objective function was defined as the mean squared error:
where N is the number of training data and Q SC: Given a collection of n data points {x … x n } in a p-dimensional space, the density measure at a data point X i is defined as:
r a is a positive constant. A data point with a largest number of neighbouring points has a high density value.
The data point with the highest density is then selected as the first cluster centre. Considering X c1 as the point selected with the density measure D c1 , the density measure for each data point X i is recalculated: Initial population size 100
Chromosome length 170
Crossover rate (P c ) 0.9
Mutation rate (P m ) 0.002 constant defines a neighbourhood to be reduced in the density measure. The points near the first cluster centre will have significantly reduced density measures, making them unlikely to be selected as the next cluster centre. The data point with the highest remaining density measure is selected as the second cluster centre. This process is repeated until the stopping criterion is met (Chiu ).
In this study the SC was examined with several radii assigned to the data dimensions, with values between 0 and 1.
In order to optimize the radius values for each model, the same procedure performed in grid partitioning was implemented. The Gaussian MF and radii of [0.6, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7] corresponding to G, H, Ag, a and Qa, were finally selected.
FCMC: This clustering algorithm (Bezdek & Ehrlich

) is a multivariate data analysis technique that partitions
a dataset into overlapping clusters. The cluster centre identifies each cluster. The number of clusters is specified manually.
In order to optimize the number of clusters for each model the same procedure performed in GP and a subtractive algorithm was implemented. The number of six fuzzy clusters was finally selected. The Gaussian MF was also used in this algorithm.
After the model structures were identified, in order to train the model, data was divided into train (50%), check (30%) and test datasets (20%). The check data set was utilized to prevent the risk of overtraining. The optimized model parameters were chosen based on the minimum residual of the check dataset (e.g. iteration No. 140 according to Figure 6 ).
BAYESIAN MODEL AVERAGING (BMA)
The Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method (Hoeting et al. ) provides a probabilistic tool to merge several simulations. It assigns weights to each model prediction and generates a weighted average result, which is more reliable than each single simulation. BMA has been applied recently in some climatologic and hydrologic studies, including the weather forecast using different climate models (Raftery et al. ) , and multi-model streamflow prediction (Duan et al. ) . In this study its application in the design of aerators in gated tunnels, by merging the simulations from several models is analysed. This approach can be extended to combine any other hydraulic structure design method.
One can estimate the prediction variable q a (e.g. air discharge) by the law of total probability: were skewed, a similar process was performed.
As discussed in previous sections, the experimental equations are limited to physical models with particular characteristics. Therefore the predictions using these equations may be biased. Before merging the results using BMA, all equations and ML simulations were bias corrected using the linear regression between each simulation versus the measurements. As a result Q s in Equation (12) was converted to a n þ b n Q s . The intercept (a n ) and slope factor (b n ) of the linear bias corrected simulations are shown in Table 2 . The parameters of the regression equations can be used to bias correct further predictions. The results were then transformed to a Gaussian distribution using the Box-Cox equation.
Considering the unknown values of w n ¼ pðQ s jQ m Þ and σ n , the log-likelihood function is defined as: 
RESULTS
Three performance measure functions were used to assess the experimental equations and ML simulations: BIAS ¼
NSE (Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency) values are in the range of þ1 to À1. NSE ¼ 1 shows that the residuals are zero, while
negative NSE values indicate that the predictand mean value is more skillful than the model used. As mentioned in previous sections, all data were divided into two categories, train and test. The test dataset which included 20% of the whole data (about 50 data series) was used to evaluate the equations, and the ML techniques. It should be noted that the test data were resampled randomly. However if the value of the selected variable was outside its range in the train dataset, it was removed and another data series was randomly chosen. Therefore the train data covered all of the variable ranges. Table 3 The ML techniques applied in this study outperformed all the equations (Table 4) . ANFIS produced the best estimation while the fuzzy Wang-Mendel (WM) produced the poorest one, though still better than the equations. This shows that the structure of ML tools has a considerable impact on their performance. There exists a major difference between GFS and fuzzy WM compared with ANFIS. The first two are mamdani-type FISs and the last is a Sugeno FIS. On the other hand, although ANFIS applies similar training techniques for GP, SC and FCMC, they show different performances due to their different structures.
Besides the effectiveness of the models, the efficiency of ANFIS was higher than the other two ML methods. It automatically trained the fuzzy system in a shorter time than GFS. However the rules generated by the fuzzy WM and GFS are more easily interpretable than the ones obtained by ANFIS. They relate the input variables to the predictand in a linguistic way, where the importance of each variable is realized by comparing the rules. On the other hand in the Sugeno-type ANFIS, the results of the rules are linear equations, which do not convey much information.
Overall these ML methods can be considered as a black box, though their structures are more meaningful than a neural network.
Bias in a model is due to deficiencies in its structure which makes it under-or overestimate a predictand in most conditions. Bias correction is a simple tool to improve the model performance without changing its structure. Bias correction is currently widely used in hydrology and climatology to enhance forecasts based on observed data (e.g.
Hashino et al. ). This technique effectively enhances
the model simulations based on the measurements and makes its predictions more reliable. The NSE values of all models and equations are compared before and after bias correction (Table 5) . The ML results show limited change after bias correction.
As mentioned in the previous sections, in this study the BC models were used to perform the BMA. After combining the model/equation results, the weights assigned to each simulation were also determined. In this study ANFIS 
CONCLUSION
More than 240 data series containing the air-water flow measurements of eight physical scaled models were utilized, to predict air discharge in gated tunnels. The current experimental equations were evaluated. Considering their limitations to specific model geometries and flow conditions it was shown that they provide biased results.
Three models based on ML techniques were developed.
The ML models include a simple fuzzy system without any automatic training, a fuzzy model which was trained using GAs and ANFIS. The simulations from GFS and ANFIS were more acceptable than the other models and equations.
The fuzzy model with no training performed better than the experimental equations in predicting air discharge for a test data set, however, it produced the weakest ML result. This highlights the importance of training the ML algorithms to improve the predictions. Merging the fuzzy model and genetic algorithms was implemented similar to the procedure for calibrating the conceptual hydrologic models, however, the number of unknowns were much larger (170 unknowns) which significantly reduced the efficiency of the algorithm.
Since the simple genetic algorithm was not effective in optimizing the fuzzy system with large number of parameters, we The experimental equations, although very simple, inherit a lot of uncertainties. Therefore in practice they are rarely accepted as the true representations of reality.
Usually either a scaled model is set up to measure the air discharge, or some factors are applied to increase the predicted value and reduce the potential risk due to the uncertainties. On the other hand the ML methods consist of more complex structures than the simple equations, and they are highly dependent on the available data, which may be costly and time consuming to prepare. However when a model like ANFIS is properly trained and validated based on sufficient data, its application for further predictions would be undemanding, as illustrated by Habibagahi (). Considering these we believe that the ML techniques are applicable for hydraulic structure design, besides they reduce the overall cost of the projects by producing more reliable results. Table 2 can be used for future predictions.
No single model is complete enough to produce perfect simulations for any design purposes. The application of several models and relationships allows for incorporating the strengths of each model. BMA was applied to merge several air discharge predictions as an example of multi-modeling in hydraulics. This statistical method assigned weights to each single simulation and then calculated the weighted average for the final prediction. In this study, the BMA performance was close to the best model. It should be noted that, although the fuzzy and Bayesian approaches deal with the uncertainties in two different ways (i.e. representing vagueness and randomness), the BMA model does not consider the structure of the fuzzy models. It takes into account the predictions (either they come from fuzzy/numerical models or simple equations), and assigns weights to them in a probabilistic approach, and the structure of the model/equation is not considered. Therefore BMA can be applied for merging predictions from any models.
APPENDIX
According to Figure 5 , the training process of ANFIS is illustrated for each layer.
The nodes in each layer perform similar functions:
Layer 1: The predictors are input to this layer. Each node represents one fuzzy set of a predictor, which contains a linguistic label (e.g. low). The output of the node is the degree to which the given predictor belongs to the fuzzy set. The membership degrees range from 0 to 1:
where O 1 i is the value of the membership degree (i is the number of the node). The parameters of the membership functions are called the 'premise' parameters. The Gaussian and Bell-shape functions were analysed in this study.
Layer 2: The node function in this layer is a t-norm fuzzy operator, such as a minimum or a multiplication, which performs the generalized 'AND' in each rule: The nodes' outputs represent the firing strengths of the rules.
Layer 3: The normalized firing strengths of the rules are calculated in this layer:
Layer 4: The normalized firing strength is multiplied by the linear function of the predictors:
p i ; q i and r i are the consequent parameters.
Layer 5: All the results from layer 4 are summed up in one single node in this layer which results in the final air flow rate:
In the hybrid learning algorithm which is utilized in ANFIS (Jang 1993 (Jang , 1996 Jang et al. 1997) , the consequent parameters are determined by the least square estimator, while the premise parameters are obtained by the back propagation gradient descent learning rule. The hybrid learning rule has the advantage of decreasing the dimension of the search space in the gradient method; besides it shortens the convergence time.
